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Abstract 
Palladium – bismuth nanoparticles were supported into strongly basic anion-exchange resin of 
gel-type and tested as catalysts for the selective oxidation of glycerol with molecular oxygen 
at atmospheric pressure. Detailed study of the preparation of immobilized palladium(II)-
bismuth(III) precursors into the resin and the reduction of such metallated complexes either 
by sodium borohydride or molecular hydrogen were undertaken. Based on the spectroscopic 
characterizations was found that the ion-exchange reaction tends to reach a fast saturation and 
the reduction method significantly influences the size of crystalline Pd particles, the electronic 
states and surface configuration of the Pd-Bi species. The size of palladium particles differs 
negligible by the variation of the metal loading in the range of 1 – 3 wt. %; however, the latter 
has a major impact on the reaction rate as well as the yield of the glyceric acid and tartronic 
acid. The catalyst 3%Pd-1%Bi where the bismuth was deposited on the palladium particles 
(3.4 nm) formed after borohydride reduction exhibited at 50°C and 200 mL min-1 of oxygen 
flow-rate 95 % conversion of glycerol and higher than 63 % yield towards target acids after 3 
hours of reaction. More than 90 % of glycerol initial conversion and the selectivity of target 
acids 73 % had been able to be reached after five consecutive catalytic cycles without extra 
catalyst treatment and reactivation. The interaction between active metal species and the 
support may influence the performance of catalyst. 
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1. Introduction 
Glycerol belongs to platform molecules derivable from biomass. It is readily available from the 
industrial bio-diesel production through transesterification of triglycerides with methanol, 
where 100 kg of glycerol, as by-product is formed per 1 tone of biodiesel (10 wt. % of the 
total biodiesel production). The recently developed biofuel manufacturing procedures from 
non-edible crops mostly cultivated on poor soil, algae lipids, animal or waste fats appear to be 
ethically acceptable towards the conversion of biomass to fuels and chemicals (as a 
second/third generation biofuels) [1]. In this respect, the valorization of glycerol is important 
because it may help to increase the carbon balance (atom efficiency) as well as to improve the 
economy of bio-diesel production [2].  

Over the past few years many studies have been focused on the glycerol transformation by 
various catalytic processes including oxidation, hydrogenolysis, dehydration, etherification, 
esterification, acetalisation, carboxylation, a. o., to obtain alternative commodity and fine 
chemicals [3-8]. Among them, the catalytic oxidation of glycerol with molecular oxygen or 
air leading to the formation of several very highly value-added oxygenated compounds, such 
as dihydroxyacetone, glyceric, tartronic, glycolic and hydroxypyruvic acids has been attracted 
great attention [3,9]. The commercially available oxidation products are actually produced by 
using inorganic oxidizing agents (such as, permanganate, chromic salts or nitric acid) or by 
low productivity fermentation processes [10]. The selective oxidation of glycerol using 
heterogeneous catalysts could be an efficient alternative for the production of these high 
value-added chemicals by environmentally friendly methods. Among the various target 
compounds accessible by glycerol oxidation, glyceric acid could be an important intermediate 
for amino acids synthesis [3] or for further oxidation products such as tartronic acid and 
mesoxalic acid [11]. Tartronic acid found use as a pharmaceutical in the treatment of 
osteoporosis and obesity; moreover, due to its characteristic oxygen scavenger property it 
could be an anti-corrosive protecting agent and an oxygen absorber in food industry [3].  

A variety of noble metal-based monometallic and bimetallic catalysts have been reported for 
liquid phase oxidation of glycerol. The metals used in these studies included Pd, Pt, Au, Pt-Bi, 
Au-Pd, Au-Pt supported usually on carbonaceous materials (active carbon, charcoal, graphite, 
carbon nanotubes) [12-23], but metal oxides (TiO2, CeO2, Al2O3, Nb2O5, V2O5, Ta2O5) [24-
27], MgAl2O4-spinels [28] or hydrotalcite [29] have also been employed. A second metal or 
promoter is added sometimes in order to improve the activity and/or selectivity, to inhibit the 
over-oxidation or to prevent the deactivation. Bismuth is one of the well-established 
promoters of supported Pd and Pt catalysts for the selective liquid phase oxidation of alcohols 
[30-32]. The promoter itself is inactive for the oxidation reactions, but when associated with 
the noble metal, it can considerably suppress the oxygen poisoning of the Pd surface [30], 
increase the reaction rate [33,34] and modify the selectivity [12,13,35]. Models proposed to 
interpret the role of promoters include the formation of i) a complexes between an α-



functionalized alcohol, a surface Pt or Pd atom and a promoter [36], ii) a bifunctional catalysis 
[37], iii) an ordered alloy [34], iv) Bi may act as cocatalyst due to its higher affinity for 
oxygen and protect Pt or Pd from overoxidation [36] or v) as a homogeneous catalyst by 
leached promoter [31]. However, the most accepted role of Bi promotion is the geometric 
(blocking) effect of a fraction of active sites centered on the noble metal, since providing 
different coordination environment for substrate and in turn improving the catalytic 
performance of the original catalysts [12,38]. For this reason special techniques were 
developed to deposit Bi mainly as adatom onto the supported Pd particles [36,39,40].  

It is generally accepted that the nature, the structure and the texture of the catalyst support can 
yield a beneficial improvement in the catalytic performance. Over the last years, polymeric 
materials having varied chemical structure of the backbone, cross-linking and functional 
groups, different morphology, porosity and macroscopic dimension [41-45] could efficiently 
immobilized the monometallic or the bimetallic nanoclusters, thus provide a solution to the 
problem with reusability without aggregation of nanoclusters and leaching of metals [46-48]. 
Despite the number of investigation in this field, there are almost missing data on the use of 
commercial ion exchange resin as a support for the catalytic oxidation of glycerol. Up to the 
present day, a commercial weak anion-exchange resin with a macroporous structure was 
employed for depositing Au (Dowex M-43) [49] or Pt (Mitsubishi WA-30) [50] nanoparticles 
as a catalyst for the liquid phase oxidation of glycerol to obtaining glyceric acid. In the work 
of Prati et al. [49] the metallic sol stabilized by tetrahydroxymethyl phosphonium chloride 
showed higher activity. Gross et al. [46] demonstrated the effect of competitor anion which is 
the ion used during the support pre-treatment. Very recently, Mimura et al. [51] reported 
nano-sized gold-palladium particles stabilized in the gel-type anion exchange resin (Amberlite 
IRA402BLCL) as catalyst for liquid phase oxidation of glycerol at 333 K and with the initial 
pressure of molecular oxygen 1.0 MPa and 0.5 MPa in a closed batch reactor and in a flow 
type reactor.  

Currently, a wide range of polymeric functional resins based on polystyrene are being 
supplied to the market by the ion-exchange resin manufacturers for common [52] or specific 
applications [53,54]. Intermediate cross-linked densities lead to gel-type polymers that are 
swell-able in an appropriate solvent, but are non-porous in dry state. The swelling behavior of 
the polymer support facilitates the dispersion of the metal precursors in the polymeric 
framework, which together with functional groups assist in the immobilization of the metal 
particles [55]. The formation of swollen-gel phase is favorable for the involvement of all 
reactants in the catalytic reaction. 

In the present contribution we have investigated the catalytic activity of Pd - Bi nanoparticles 
supported into a strongly basic anion-exchange resin of gel-type (Dowex®1x4) for oxidation 
of glycerol using molecular oxygen under basic conditions and at atmospheric pressure. The 
objective was focused on the preparation of immobilized palladium(II)-bismuth(III) 
precursors into the resin and the reduction of the metallated complexes of resin either by 
sodium borohydride or molecular hydrogen. In addition, the effect of the metals loading, the 
reaction temperature and the catalyst recycling was studied for oxidation of glycerol to obtain 
glyceric acid and tartronic acid.  



 

2. Experimental 
 

2.1. Materials 

PdCl2 (40 wt. % solution in HCl/H2O), BiCl3 (> 98%) from Alfa Aesar, NaBH4 (> 99%) from 
Sigma-Aldrich were used. Dowex®1x4 chloride form microgel resin (particle size 100-200 
mesh, tetraalkylammonium groups) purchased from Fluka and glycerol (> 98%) from Palma 
Tumys. All other chemicals were analytical reagent grade. 

2.2. Catalysts preparation 

The chloride form of Dowex®1x4 strong anion exchange resin prior to use was washed with 1 
M KCl, deionized water and isopropanol; subsequently dried at 50°C and reduced pressure 
(10 kPa).  

Precursors of the Cx-y catalysts (x, y, weight % of Pd and Bi loaded on resin) were prepared 
at laboratory temperature by the ion-exchange method according to reactions (1) and (2): 

2 (P)-N(CH3)3
+Cl- (s) + [PdCl4]2- → [(P)-N(CH3)3

+]2[PdCl4]2- (s) + 2 Cl-    (1) 
     (P)-N(CH3)3

+Cl- (s) + [BiCl4]- → [(P)-N(CH3)3
+][BiCl4]- (s) + Cl-          (2) 

Defined amount of PdCl2 and BiCl3 dissolved in 10 mL of 4 M aqueous HCl were slightly 
stirred with the washed dried resin (3 g) for 4 h to give dark orange resin beads. Afterwards, 
the resin beads were separated from solution by filtration on a frit, washed with water until the 
chloride test was negative and dried at 50°C under reduced pressure to constant weight. The 
metallated resins (0.3 g) were reduced either with 1M solution of sodium borohydride (5 mL) 
in a mixture of isopropyl alcohol : water = 1 : 1 (vol.) (20 mL) or by bubbling with hydrogen 
(flow rate 20 mL per min) through 0.01 M aqueous sodium carbonate both procedures for 1 h 
at laboratory temperature. The as prepared catalysts were filtered, washed with a solution of 
isopropyl alcohol : water = 1 : 1 (vol.) (40 mL) and thus was directly used for the reaction. 
Borohydride reduced catalysts are referred to as Cx-yB and hydrogen reduced as Cx-yH. 
Actual metal loading of the catalysts are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Actual metal content and particle size of the Pd-Bi/Dowex®1x4 catalysts  

 Loading a Pd size b  
 Pd Bi (nm) 
C3-1H 2.9 1.1 5.5 
C3-1B 2.9 1.1 3.4 
C3-03B 2.9 0.3 3.9 
C3-05B 2.8 0.6 3.8 
C3-3B 2.8 3.1 3.4 
C3-45B 2.7 4.6 2.9 
C2-06B 2.1 0.6 2.6 
C1-03B 1.0 0.3 2.8 



a Weight % of Pd and Bi detected by AES-ICP and AAS-F methods, respectively  
b Average diameter of Pd particles determined from XRD analysis for the half-with of the 
main Pd peaks corresponding to the (1 1 1) reflection 
 
2.3. Catalysts characterization 

The Pd and Bi loading was determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 
spectroscopy (ICP AES) and flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS-F), respectively 
using a Varian  ICP-AES Spectrometers Varian 720-ES and Agilent DUO AA 240Z/240FS 
analyzer. Samples (ca. 0.5 g) were put in a Quartz crucible and kept in an incinerator at 600°C 
for 12 h. The black ash was dissolved in aqua, digested for 10 min and diluted using distilled 
water. X-ray powder diffraction analysis was performed using CoKα1 radiation on Philips PW 
1730/1050 diffractometer in the range of 7°-80°2Θ (scan time 2 s step-1) and the 
diffractograms were compared to the JCDS-ICDD references. The metal particle size of the 
reduced and dried catalysts was determined using the Scherrer equation: 

 
𝑑 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑘.λ

β.cos (Θ)
 

 
with d Pd the mean size of the crystalline domains, k (0.9) the shape factor, λ (1.7902 Å) the 
wavelength, β the line broadening at half the maximum intensity (FWHM) in radians and Θ  
the Bragg angle. The FT IR spectra of the dried samples in a wavenumber range of 4000–
550 cm−1 were obtained using the Shimadzu IRAffinity-1 spectrometer equipped with ATR 
technique. The UV-Vis spectrophotometer Shimadzu UV-2600 was used to determine the 
concentration of unanchored palladium(II) into the support during the ion-exchange reaction 
by iodide method [56]. The iodine method is based on the reaction of palladium(II) in an 
excess of KI to form a red-brown complex of [PdI4]2- which is measured at the wavelength 
λmax 407 nm. The samples of Pd(II) with unknown concentration were prepared by addition of 
5 mL of 6 M HCl, 10 cm3 of 20 % KI solution, with 2 mL of 1 % ascorbic acid and 2 mL of 
chloride solution of Pd(II) taken from the ion-exchange. The solution was diluted with 
distilled water and the absorbance of Pd(II) was measured in the one-centimeter cell against 
blank test as the reference. The concentration of Pd(II) was determined on the base of 
calibration with known concentrations of Pd(II). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images 
were measured on a JEOL JSM-7500F microscope operated at accelerating voltages of 1 and 
4 kV. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was carried out with a JEM 3010 
(JEOL) electron microscope operating at 300 kV, with the Lens parameters Cs = 0.6 mm and 
Cc = 1.3 mm, giving a point resolution of 0.17 nm at Scherzer defocus. X-ray photoelectron 
spectra (XPS) were measured on a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS spectrometer fitted with 
X-ray monochromatized Al Kα radiation 12 kV, 6 mA. 

2.4. Catalyst testing  

The glycerol oxidation experiments were carried out under atmospheric pressure in a 
temperature-controlled 75 mL semi-batch glass reactor equipped with a magnetic stirrer, inlet 
for nitrogen or oxygen and pH-meter (Precision Digital pH meter OP-208/1, Hungary) 



providing the continuous pH control during the reaction time. The reactions were performed 
with 50 mL of a 0.1 M aqueous glycerol solution at an oxygen flow rate of 200 mL min-1 
checked by mass flow controller; in temperature range from 35 to 50°C and a stirring rate of 
100 - 700 rounds per minute (rpm). Reactions were carried out at constant pH (11 ± 0.3) 
regulated by addition of an aqueous solution of 40 % NaOH. During heating the reaction 
mixture was continuously flushed with nitrogen. The reaction started by switching the gas to 
oxygen.  
The quantitative analyses of the reaction mixtures were performed on a high performance 
liquid chromatograph (Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with a SPD 10AVp and RID-10A 
detectors. An Aminex HPX-87H column (300x7.8 mm) was used with 0.008 N aqueous 
H2SO4 as eluent with a flow-rate of 0.5 mL min-1. Samples of the reaction mixtures were 
diluted in the used eluent. Products were determined by external standard method with known 
concentration of commercial standards, after obtaining the calibration curves. Performance of 
the catalysts was evaluated in term of (%) conversion of glycerol and (%) selectivity to 
glyceric acid and tartronic acids calculated on the amount of converted glycerol. In the case of 
C1 and C2 products the selectivity was determined taking into account the carbon atom 
number of glycerol and the corresponding compounds. 

The conversion was determined by the change in the concentration of glycerol within a period 
of time: 

𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺 
0 − 𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝑡

𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺
𝑡  . 100 

where xGLY is the glycerol conversion; m0
GLY is the glycerol initial molar concentration and 

mt
GLY is the glycerol molar concentration at t time. 

The selectivity of compound i was determined according to equation: 

𝑆𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖
𝑡

(𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺
0 −𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝑡 )
· 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖

3
 

where mt
i is the molar concentration of compound i at time t and CANi is the carbon atoms 

number of the corresponding compound.  

2.5. Catalyst recycling experiments 

A typical recycling experiment was carried out as follows: After the reaction with fresh 
catalyst, the content of the reactor (suspension of the catalyst with the reaction mixture) was 
cooled to laboratory temperature, sealed and stored in a refrigerator. The next day, the 
catalytic resin was separated from the reaction mixture by simple filtration on a frit S4. Then 
the catalyst was washed on a frit with 2x20 mL solution of isopropyl alcohol : water = 1 : 1 
(vol.) and was directly used for the next run of reaction with a fresh reactants. Experiments 
were performed at 50°C for three hours. 

 

3. Results and discussion 



3.1 Catalysts preparation and characterization studies 

The commercially available gel-type strong anion-exchange resin Dowex®1x4 in chloride 
form on the base of poly(styrene-co-divinylbenzene) which contains trimethylbenzyl 
ammonium functionalities (0.396 mmol per 100 mg of resin, N-content of 5.54 wt. %) was 
used to support Pd-Bi-nanoparticles (Pd-Bi-NPs). 

Preliminary study showed that the method of Pd and Bi introduction order (simultaneous or 
sequential) and reduction procedure (final or sequential) have significant influence on the 
catalytic performance. Precursors of the catalysts prepared and reduced by sequential steps 
had low activity and selectivity. Better conversion and selectivity to target acids was obtained 
when only the catalysts precursors were prepared by sequential loadings and reduced to the 
end in one step. Enhanced glycerol conversion and high selectivity to target acids exhibited 
the catalysts where the metal precursors were added simultaneously to the resin and followed 
the final reduction. This suggests that the arrangement of the metal species may play a key 
role on the catalytic performance. Scheme 1 shows the synthesis procedure. 

The synthesis of Pd-Bi-NPs stabilized within the gel-type anion-exchange resin comprised of 
the partial exchange of Cl- to the PdCl4

2- and BiCl4
- (Scheme 1, a) and followed by the rapid 

reduction of the anchored anionic Pd(II)-Bi(III) compound either with NaBH4 in a solution of 
isopropyl alcohol and water (vol. 1:1) or molecular hydrogen in an aqueous solution of 
Na2CO3 (0.01 M) (Scheme 1, b). The evolution of the Pd(II) ions content in the solution after 
the ion exchange reaction was monitored by UV Vis spectrophotometric methods [56]. The 
reduction of the content of Pd(II) ions in the solution means that the Pd(II) were anchored into 
the resin. In preparing the bimetallic C3-1 precursor, the ion-exchanged amount of Pd(II) ions 
reached 85.1 %, 88.4 %, 89.0 % and 88.9 % for the ion-exchange times of 2, 3, 4 and 20 h, 
respectively, indicating that the ion-exchange process is very fast at the initial stage and the 
ion-exchange process tend to reach a saturation state after stirring for 4 h (Fig. 1). When the 
C1-03 precursor was prepared, the ion-exchanged amount of Pd(II) ions reached 99.0 % after 
4 h. In the case of BiCl4

- ions, after 4 h the ion exchange reaction was practically total at the 
bimetallic compositions in the used concentration interval of bismuth (0.3 - 4.5 wt. %). 
Therefore, all catalysts were prepared by stirring for 4 h. 

 



 

Scheme 1 Synthesis of Pd-Bi-NPs stabilized by Dowex®1x4 

 

  

Fig. 1 Anchored amount of Pd(II) ions into the resin during the ion-exchange reaction  

 

Variations of absorption bands in the infrared spectrum of the resin after ion-exchange 
reaction of Cl- for PdCl4

2- and BiCl4
- (step “a” in the scheme 1) are negligible (Figs. 2a-b). 

Depending on the degree of washing, after reduction (step “b”), the presence of carbonate or 
borate counter ions can be recognized in the reflection IR spectra (Figs. 2c-d). However, 
treatment of the Pd-Bi containing resins with an aqueous solution of NaOH (step “c”) 
immediately yielded the corresponding resin in its hydroxyl form, such as it is present in the 
reaction mixture (Figs. 2e-f). Adjustment of the resin itself with an aqueous solution of NaOH 
results in the same changes in the IR spectrum, as seen in Fig. 2g. 

 



 

Fig. 2 Infrared spectra of dried Dowex1x4 (a), precursor of C3-1 catalyst (b), catalysts C3-1B 
(c), C3-1H (d), C3-1B+NaOH (e), C3-1H+NaOH (f) and Dowex1x4+NaOH (g) 

 

X-ray diffraction analysis of all catalysts reduced either by NaBH4 or hydrogen exhibited 
predominantly the presence of (1 1 1) reflections assigned to the face-centered cubic (fcc) unit 
cell of metallic palladium, confirm the crystalline nature of the particles (Fig. 3). In some 
patterns the small peak assigned to the Pd (2 0 0) plane was found; however, the reflection of 
others planes was not observed, suggesting the presence of small Pd particles. None of the 
monoclinic, orthorhombic, rhombohedral unit cell related to the known Pdx-Biy compounds 
(where x = 1 – 31 and y = 1 – 12) were recorded in the bimetallic Pd-Bi catalysts. Except the 
C3-45B composition, neither characteristic crystalline phase for single bismuth species was 
shown in the patterns. In the spectrum of the C3-45B catalyst, a broad diffraction peak 
corresponding to α-Bi2O3 (JCPDS No. 41-1449) was recognized (Fig. 3B). Interesting was the 
finding that the C3-1H catalyst presents an obvious shift of the diffraction peak of Pd (1 1 1) 
towards higher 2Θ values which may be caused by insetting of bismuth into the Pd crystal 
lattice. Cai et al. [57] have similar report for bimetallic Pd-Bi/C catalyst. In the case of 
borohydride reduced catalysts the average diameter of the palladium particles estimated from 
the diffraction peak of (1 1 1) according to the Scherrer formula was found to be in the range 
of 3.9 to 2.6 nm (Table 1) and the average diameter of 4.6 nm for the α-Bi2O3 particles in the 
C3-45B composition. The results indicate that the particle size of Pd crystallites does not 
significantly depend on the amount of Pd loaded in the range of 1 – 3 wt. %. However, lower 
portion of Bi to Pd (0.3÷0.5Bi/3Pd) causes that the Pd particles remain slightly larger (3.8-3.9 
nm) than those with higher content of Bi (3.4-2.6 nm). The most probably explanation for this 
phenomenon is a so called „ensemble effect“, when the Bi promotor located on a fraction of 
active metal sites decreases the size of noble metal ensembles [36,38-40]. On the other hand, 
the particle sizes of Pd 5.5 nm were significantly higher using hydrogen as reducing agent.  

 



  

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of Pd-Bi/Dowex1x4 catalysts with varying amounts of deposited metal 
reduced in two ways (A) and a different weight ratio of Bi and Pd (B). Crystalline phases of 
Pd and α-Bi2O3 were identified according to JCPDS Card No. 05-0681 and 76-1730, 
respectively. 

 

TEM pictures of C3-1H and C3-1B catalysts are shown in Fig. 4. The picture of Fig. 4A 
proves the size of Pd crystallites in the C3-1H catalyst corresponds with the result of XRD 
technique. Comparing with the C3-1H catalyst, the size of Pd particles look smaller in the C3-
1B catalyst recorded in Fig. 4B, however, their dimension cannot be unambiguously estimated 
since several particles are interconnected.  

SEM measurement was used to investigate the morphology of selected catalysts (Fig.5). 
Focus on one bead brought finding that metallic particles are distributed on the outside and 
the inside of the resin. Figs. 5A and 5B reveal that in the surface of both catalysts the 
distribution of metallic particles are quite homogeneous, however, the coverage of the outer 
surface of the C3-1H catalyst reduced with hydrogen is clearly higher than in the case of the 
borohydride reduced C3-1B composition. The proportion of metal particles located on the 
outer layer of the beads decreases significantly with decreasing amount of deposited metals. 
On the external surface of C2-06B and C1-03B catalysts with lower metal contents merely 
very few metallic particles were observed (Fig. 5C and 5D). This indicates that the metallic 
particles are concentrated predominantly in the inner part of the resin. The particles on the 
surface are clustered into larger agglomerates (units). This may be related to the unlimited 
space available on the surface. Interestingly, these more dense populations of metallic 
particles form coral looks and roundish clusters for borohydride-reduced and hydrogen-
reduced catalyst, respectively (Figs. 5E and 5F). In all cases, the agglomerates are composed 
of numerous small, so-called primary particles recognizable by TEM measurement (Fig. 4).  

0 µm 



       

 

Fig. 4 TEM images of C3-1H (A) and C3-1B (B) catalysts 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 SEM micrographs of the as prepared Pd-Bi containing Dowex®1x4 microparticles: 
focused on one bead of C3-1H (A), C3-1B (B), C2-06B (C) and C1-03B (D), surface 
morphology of C3-1H (E) and C3-1B (F) catalysts  

 

The chemical states of the active phase in C3-1B and C3-1H catalysts were determined by 
XPS analysis and the spectra are recorded in the Fig. 6. Palladium and bismuth species appear 
in the metallic (Pd(0), Bi(0)) and the oxidized form (Pd(II), Pd(II)ads, Bi(III)) [57]. The 
binding energy values associated with the Pd 3d5/2 photopeak, lie in the range 335.1-335.3 eV 
for Pd(0) and 338.3-338.6 eV for Pd(II), Pd(II)ads and for the Bi 4f7/2 line in the range 158.0-
158.3 eV for Bi(0) and 164.0-164.3 eV for Bi(III). The experimental Bi/Pd atomic ratio 
calculated from XPS measurements for C3-1H catalyst (~ 0.17) is very similar to the 
theoretical value obtained from the bulk composition. In the case of C3-1B, the experimental 
Bi/Pd atomic ratio (~ 0.77) is higher than that for the bulk catalyst, therefore suggests a partial 
coverage of palladium with bismuth. Another possible explanation of this phenomenon is a 
diffusion of metallic bismuth towards the external surface of the active phase by the reason of 



its lower surface energy compared to palladium [52]. In view of the same bulk composition of 
both compared catalysts which can provide the same environment for the diffusion through 
the material, the coverage of Pd by Bi in line with the literature results seems to be more 
likely in our case [30,31]. The results may explain the different spatial configuration of the 
metallic particles observed in the SEM pictures for both the compared catalysts (Figs.5E and 
F). It should be taken into account that after initial reduction with borohydride or in hydrogen 
atmosphere, the catalysts were in contact with air and were not reduced immediately prior to 
the XPS analysis, what may contribute to the presence of the oxidized form of palladium and 
bismuth. 

 

 

  

Fig. 6 XPS spectra of C3-1B (A) and C3-1H (B) catalysts in Pd 3d and Bi 4f regions  

 

3.2 Catalytic performance 

Liquid phase oxidation of glycerol was studied in a batch reactor at atmospheric pressure. 
Properties of the catalysts were compared with an oxygen flow rate of 200 mL min-1 and 
under basic conditions (pH 11 ± 0.3). Without addition of a base, the pH of the reaction 
mixture decreased rapidly from an initial value of 7.6 to 3 within the first hour of the reaction 



and would not change eventually. At 15 % conversion of glycerol, the reaction product was in 
particular glyceric acid; however, the selectivity to dihydroxyacetone (a typical product being 
formed in acidic medium) did not exceed the level 0.1 %. Since, neither conversion nor 
selectivity did change even after 8 hours of reaction; nonetheless this path would not be further 
invesigated. The influence of stirring speed in the range of 100-700 rpm at 50°C using C3-1B 
catalyst was examined. The results showed that the respective initial reaction rates increase 
from 28 to 78 mmol L-1 h-1 in the range from 100 to 400 rpm. Above 400 rpm, the gain on the 
initial reaction rates was negligible and the selectivity to glyceric acid persisted with relatively 
little change. Based on these characteristics, the stirring speed of 400 rpm was chosen. In a 
previous experiment was proved that the polymeric resin Dowex1x4 itself without presence of 
metal particles is inactive for the liquid phase transformation of glycerol.  

Fig. 7 shows the activity of C3-1B and C3-1H catalysts in terms of glycerol conversion and 
glyceric acid and tartronic acid selectivity as a function of time whereas Table 2 lists the 
products selectivity. The main reaction products determined after glycerol oxidation were 
glyceric acid (GLYA) and tartronic acid (TARA), but glycolic acid (GLYCA) and minor 
amounts of formic acid (FORMA) and oxalic acid (OXA) were also formed. In the initial 
stages of the reaction, especially at low temperature and a lower metal content glyceric 
aldehyde could be observed among the reaction products. However, due to its instability in 
acid solution, wherein the analysis was made, the quantification failed. The interconversion of 
glyceric aldehyde to dihydroxyacetone depending on the acid-base character of the reaction 
medium is reported in [3]. In the presence of borohydride reduced catalyst more than 1.5 
times higher initial rate of glycerol oxidation was reached than over the catalyst reduced by 
hydrogen (78 vs. 51 mmol L-1 h-1 calculated after first 0.5 h of the reaction). The selectivity to 
glyceric acid was also higher over C3-1B catalyst compared to C3-1H composition (69 % vs. 
59 % at 50 % conversion of glycerol), but the selectivity to tartronic acid was almost the 
same. This was surprising; since on the basis of the SEM images (Figs.5A and 5B) we 
expected that the catalyst containing a higher number of metal particles on the outside would 
be more active than the one with lower coverage. A possible explanation could indicate that 
not only the particles on the external surface but also those in the swelling gel phase of the 
copolymeric matrix may play an important role in the oxidation reaction. On the other hand, 
the different catalytic activity may be associated with a different arrangement of Pd and Bi 
particles as well as with a slightly different particle size of metals. As explained in the XPS 
analysis, the Bi promoter is deposited on the surface of the Pd particles in the C3-1B catalyst, 
which in accordance with previous findings reported for Pd-Bi/C catalysts i) has a beneficial 
effect on the rate of oxidation reaction [36] and ii) improve the selectivity of the product 
formation [38]. In the case of C3-1H composition, bismuth is located near the palladium 
particles, even slightly deforms the crystal lattice, as shown by the XRD analysis. An 
important parameter widely discussed in literature is particle size of metals which 
significantly affects the activity of the catalysts in the glycerol oxidation. Due to the fact that 
the particle size of Pd in C3-1B catalyst is smaller than that in the C3-1H composition (3.4 nm 
and 5.5 nm, respectively), this may also contribute to a difference in the catalytic 
performance. The results are in agreement with various studies of carbon or TiO2 supported 
Pd as well as Au catalysts in terms of catalytic activity, because small particles exhibit higher 



catalytic activity [15-19]. The selectivity is not directly correlated to the size of nanoparticles. 
Several authors have found that larger metal particles are more selective in glycerol liquid 
phase oxidation. However, Gil et al. [22] reported for gold-sol supported catalyst that both 
conversion and selectivity increased with decreasing gold particle sizes, what is in good 
agreement in our experimental results.  

 

 

Fig. 7 Catalytic performance of Pd-Bi nanoparticles reduced with borohydride and hydrogen 
in C3-1B and C3-1H catalysts. Reaction conditions: 0.3 g of catalyst, initial concentration of 
glycerol 0.1 mol L-1, 50°C, pH 11, stirring speed 400 rpm, oxygen flow-rate 200 mL min-1, 
atmospheric pressure. Symbols: full - C3-1B and open - C3-1H catalysts  

 

Table 2 Influence of reduction methods and amount of metals loaded on catalytic performance 
of Pd-Bi-NPs stabilized within Dowex 1x4 a  

 rinit b t50
c  XGLY 

d  Selectivity e (%)    Y f (%) 
  (min) (%) GLYA TARA GLYCA FORMA  OXA GLYA+TARA  
C3-1H 51 75 93 59 14 6 7 2.2 59 
C3-1B 78 50 95 68 15 4 10 1.1 63 
C2-06B 42 100 68 59 14 10 4 1.1 48 
C1-03B 25 260 47 51 14 12 2 1.1 29 
a – Reaction conditions: as seen in Fig. 7, b – Initial reaction rate (mmol L1- h1-) determined 
after 0.5 h of reaction, c – reaction time to achieve 50 % glycerol conversion, d – conversion 
of glycerol after 3 h of reaction, e – selectivity to glyceric acid (GLYA), tartronic acid 
(TARA), glycolic acid (GLYCA), formic acid (FORMA) and oxalic acid (OXA), respectively 
at 50 % of glycerol conversion, f – yield of Σ(glyceric acid and tartronic acid) after 3 h of 
reaction.  

 

To elucidate the amount of bismuth on the performance of the catalysts, the ratio of Pd and Bi 
keeping the amount of Pd constant at a 3 wt. % by varying the content of Bi in the range from 



0.3 to 4.5 wt. % was studied. Earlier experiments have shown that bismuth deposited alone 
into the resin (1 wt. %) is inactive and in the presence of a catalyst containing palladium alone 
(3 wt. %) the glycerol conversion reaches up to 19 % after four hours of reaction. Synergic 
effect between Pd and Bi for glyoxal or glucose oxidation is known from literature [15,31,37-
39], however, the improved properties of Bi-doped Pd catalyst supported on carbon was not 
confirmed for glycerol oxidation to glyceric acid in [14]. In our case, the increasing Bi content 
from 0.3 to 1 wt. % enhances the glycerol conversion from 56 to 95 % (Fig. 8). Further 
increase in the Bi practically does not change the catalysts activity. Above this value, the 
selectivity to glyceric acid gradually decreases and the selectivity of tartronic acid almost does 
not alter (reaches around 20 %). This suggests that in accordance to literature data [36,38-40], 
blocking of various fractions of the active palladium species with bismuth provides different 
substrate coordination and in turn modifies the selectivity to glyceric acid. It seems that 
separated bismuth oxide species present in the C3-45B catalyst do not influence the catalytic 
performance; they appear to be only „spectators”.  

  

 

Fig. 8 Influence of the Bi-Pd ratio on glycerol conversion and selectivity to sum of glyceric 
acid and tartronic acid after three hours of reaction. Reaction conditions: as seen in Fig.7. 

 

Comparing the content of palladium loaded into the polymeric matrix (Table 2) it was found 
that increasing the metal content from 1 to 3 wt. % results in i) an increasing the initial rate of 
glycerol transformation (from 25 to 78 mmol L-1 h-1 calculated after 0.5 h of reaction), ii) thus 
shortening of the time to reach the glycerol conversion of 50 % from 260 to 50 min and iii) 
the latter suppresses the overoxidation associated with the cleavage of the C-C bond yielding 
C2 and C1 products and thereby increasing the yield of target products from 29 to 63 % 
calculated after 3 hours of the reaction. It would be valuable noted that increase of the Pd 
content in the prepared catalysts from 1 to 3 wt. % varies in particle size in the range of 2.3-
3.4 nm, which allows to compare primarily the contents of metals in the catalysts.  

In order to get further information on the properties of the catalysts, the influence of reaction 
temperature on the rate of glycerol oxidation at temperatures from 35 to 50°C in the presence 



of C3-1B catalysts was studied (Fig. 9A). The results allow determining the initial reaction 
rates for different temperatures. Fig. 9B shows the calculated initial reaction rates obtained 
after the first 30 minutes of the reaction as a function of the reciprocal value of the reaction 
temperature. From these data the apparent activation energy of the C3-1B catalyzed liquid 
phase oxidation of glycerol could be estimated to 44±5 kJ/mol. The value is very similar as 
that one calculated for the carbon supported gold catalyzed glycerol oxidation (50±5 kJ/mol) 
[18, 59].  

 

      

Fig. 9 Variation of glycerol conversion as a function of time at different temperatures (A) and 
the Arrhenius plot of the initial reaction rates (B) both caused by the catalysts C3-1B  

 

The recyclability and recoverability of Pd-Bi nanoparticles are investigated through a five-run 
recycling test of glycerol oxidation in the presence of C3-1B catalyst (Fig. 10). There are little 
fluctuations in the glycerol conversion during the incipient four recycling runs. At that time, 
the overall selectivity to glyceric acid and tartronic acid, two consecutive products, increases 
gradually from 63 % to 80 %. The polymeric matrix stabilized Pd-Bi nanoparticles maintains 
more than 90 % of their initial catalytic activity at the end of the fifths cycle calculated from 
the glycerol conversion. After that run, the overall selectivity of both target products reached 
73 %. Metal sintering and/or leaching are known reasons for noble metal catalysts 
deactivation in liquid phase oxidation reactions of alcohols [37-39]. After second catalytic 
run, the concentration of dissolved palladium and bismuth species in the reaction mixture was 
detected by ICP OES and AAS-F. The bismuth concentration was 0.05 wt. % (calculated on 
the deposited amount) and the leached palladium was negligible. The XRD analysis indicated 
that the size of palladium particles was with almost no change; it was 3.4 nm for the fresh 
catalyst and 3.5 nm after the fifth recycling test (Fig. 3, C3-1B used). Possible reason for the 
decrease in activity in this case can be attributed to a loss in handling between different 
experiments. These findings could support the assumption that the swollen gel phase of the 



used resin facilitates completing the reaction cycle inside the copolymeric matrix and mitigate 
the metals leaching during mass transfer between the catalysts and the reaction solution [60].  

 

   

Fig. 10 The five-run recycling test of glycerol oxidation over C3-1B catalyst. Reaction 
conditions: as seen in Fig. 7. 

 

The mechanism of liquid phase oxidation of glycerol in a basic medium using molecular 
oxygen in the presence of supported monometallic or bimetallic Au-, Pd- or Pt-based catalysts 
proceeds via subsequent oxidation reactions as is reported in the literature [23,26-28]. The 
reaction pathway of glycerol oxidation involves the formation of glyceraldehyde in the initial 
stage of the reaction which is oxidized to glyceric acid and in the next step to tartronic acid. 
Decarboxylation of tartronic acid yields glycolic acid. Similarly as in our case, the formation 
of a less obvious formic acid was observed by the authors of gold supported catalysts in 
[26,27]. The origin of formic acid suggested in [26] assumes that the initially formed glyceric 
acid undergoes to a reverse-aldol rearrangement to give glycolic acid and formaldehyde, 
where the latter is readily oxidized to formic acid. The possible reaction pathways for the 
partial oxidation of glycerol with Pd-Bi/Dowex®1x4 catalysts are depicted in Scheme 2.  
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Scheme 2 Possible reaction pathways for glycerol oxidation over Pd-Bi/Dowex®1x4 catalyst 

 

4. Conclusions 
 
We have shown that palladium bismuth nanoparticles stabilized within well-defined gel-type 
strong anion-exchange resin can easily be prepared by ion-exchange method and serve as 
efficient, recyclable catalyst for glycerol oxidation with molecular oxygen under mild reaction 
conditions (at 35-50°C and atmospheric pressure). We have demonstrated that the direct ion-
exchange reaction leading to the formation of the catalysts precursors tends to reach a fast 
saturation, moreover, the Pd-Bi surface configuration as well as the size of Pd particles is 
altered by reduction method used.  
It has been observed that in comparison with the catalyst reduced by hydrogen; the catalysts 
prepared by borohydride reduction exhibited better catalytic performance. It was associated 
with i) the smaller size (2.6-3.4 nm, vs. 5.5 nm) of crystalline particles of active palladium 
species even when the loading was in the relatively broad range of 1-3 wt. % and ii) also by 
the different configuration of the palladium and bismuth species. We ascribed that mainly the 
geometric effect when Bi were deposited on Pd species provided preferable substrate 
coordination routes which could be responsible for the more than 1.5 times higher initial 
reaction rate of glycerol. In terms of the yield of target products (glyceric acid and tartronic 
acid) the catalysts with different Pd/Bi configurations did not show significant variations 
(63% vs. 59%). This enables to conclude that given the proximity of bismuth and palladium 
species in both systems, the electronic effect might be active in modifying the selectivity. We 
assume that swollen gel phase of the resin used as a support is responsible for the possibility 
of re-using the catalyst (3%Pd-1%Bi, dPd=3.4 nm) at least five catalytic cycles practically 
with a similar catalytic performance as of the fresh catalyst by only washing with isopropyl 
alcohol-water after each run. 
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Tables 
 
Table 1 Actual metal content and particle size of the Pd-Bi/Dowex®1x4 catalysts  

 Loading a Pd size b  
 Pd Bi (nm) 
C3-1H 2.9 1.1 5.5 
C3-1B 2.9 1.1 3.4 
C3-03B 2.9 0.3 3.9 
C3-05B 2.8 0.6 3.8 
C3-3B 2.8 3.1 3.4 
C3-45B 2.7 4.6 2.9 
C2-06B 2.1 0.6 2.6 
C1-03B 1.0 0.3 2.8 
a Weight % of Pd and Bi detected by AES-ICP and AAS-F methods, respectively  
b Average diameter of Pd particles determined from XRD analysis for the half-with of the 
main Pd peaks corresponding to the (1 1 1) reflection 

 
 

Table 2 Influence of reduction methods and amount of metals loaded on catalytic performance 
of Pd-Bi-NPs stabilized within Dowex 1x4 a  

 rinit b t50
c  XGLY 

d  Selectivity e (%)    Y f (%) 
  (min) (%) GLYA TARA GLYCA FORMA  OXA GLYA+TARA  
C3-1H 51 75 93 59 14 6 7 2.2 59 
C3-1B 78 50 95 68 15 4 10 1.1 63 
C2-06B 42 100 68 59 14 10 4 1.1 48 
C1-03B 25 260 47 51 14 12 2 1.1 29 
a – Reaction conditions: as seen in Fig. 7, b – Initial reaction rate (mmol L1- h1-) determined 
after 0.5 h of reaction, c – reaction time to achieve 50 % glycerol conversion, d – conversion 
of glycerol after 3 h of reaction, e – selectivity to glyceric acid (GLYA), tartronic acid 
(TARA), glycolic acid (GLYCA), formic acid (FORMA) and oxalic acid (OXA), respectively 
at 50 % of glycerol conversion, f – yield of Σ(glyceric acid and tartronic acid) after 3 h of 
reaction.  

 


